A Simulation Study on Smart Grid Resilience under
Software-Defined Networking Controller Failures
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ABSTRACT

ile manner. In general, networking support for smart grids
must be highly available and reliable, since we need to ensure 24/7 trouble-free operation of the grid as a critical
infrastructure. Emerging smart grid applications, such as
demand-response and the integration of distributed renewable generation, place additional real-time constraints on the
network’s quality of service (QoS) [8].
As a new and versatile networking paradigm, SDN has
been gaining in popularity for an expanding range of applications. Prominent examples can be found in enterprise
networks and data centers [17], and even wide-area networks
of scale and generality comparable to the Internet [9]. Researchers have argued for the case of using SDN for critical
infrastructures as well, such as smart grids, citing superior
support for responsive QoS, network reconfiguration, and
fine-grained accounting [6]. At the same time, however, it
has been questioned whether SDN is suﬃciently resilient for
mission-critical operation that may have stringent real-time
requirements, because the SDN controller represents a single
point of failure in the face of unforeseen disruptions [5, 11].
Indeed, besides natural faults and human errors, smart grids
can be subjected to coordinated cyber attacks by strong
foes, such as demonstrated by a recent episode against the
Ukraine power system [18]. Design of distributed SDN controllers that work seamlessly and eﬃciently in concert, yet
are robust to failures of individual components, could provide an answer, but it turns out to be a highly non-trivial
endeavor [11].
To help assess the suitability of SDN for smart-grid applications, in this paper we evaluate, via cyber-physical simulations, how failure of the SDN controller can adversely aﬀect
salient operational aspects of the power grid. We focus on
delays of data packets arising from the failures, which can
be triggered by natural faults, human errors, or malicious
attacks. The packet delays account for resulting network
conditions such as congestions, packet losses, or packet retransmissions. We characterize the consequences of the delayed communications on the smart grid control. Specifically, we focus on the grid’s automatic generation control
(AGC), which regulates the grid frequency to a critical standard value in the midst of dynamic electrical loading and
inter-area power flows.
To support the study, we design and implement a simulation platform that interconnects both the cyber and physical
parts of a smart grid. Specifically, a Mininet simulator component allows us to model a larger network of SDN switches
(of configurable topologies), simulation results of which are
validated using a smaller number of hardware SDN switches.

Riding on the success of SDN for enterprise and data center networks, recently researchers have shown much interest
in applying SDN for critical infrastructures. A key concern, however, is the vulnerability of the SDN controller as
a single point of failure. In this paper, we develop a cyberphysical simulation platform that interconnects Mininet (an
SDN emulator), hardware SDN switches, and PowerWorld
(a high-fidelity, industry-strength power grid simulator). We
report initial experiments on how a number of representative
controller faults may impact the delay of smart grid communications. We further evaluate how this delay may aﬀect the
performance of the underlying physical system, namely automatic gain control (AGC) as a fundamental closed-loop
control that regulates the grid frequency to a critical nominal value. Our results show that when the fault-induced
delay reaches seconds (e.g., more than four seconds in some
of our experiments), degradation of the AGC becomes evident. Particularly, the AGC is most vulnerable when it is
in a transient following say step changes in loading, because
the significant state fluctuations will exacerbate the eﬀects
of using a stale system state in the control.
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INTRODUCTION

Power grids are complex systems that support electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution. Current smart
grid initiatives aim to incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) to improve the management of
power grids, in which real-time sensing and actuation are
used to bring about benefits of sustainability, economics,
and resilience against contingencies. There is also much recent interest in applying software-defined networking (SDN)
for smart grid communication and control, because SDN’s
programmability could improve the system’s ability to optimize performance online or respond to incidents in an agPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
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The SDN component works with a PowerWorld simulator component for studying physical aspects of power grids.
We use PowerWorld to set up an IEEE 37-bus system with
AGC. PowerWorld is a high-fidelity simulator that has been
adopted by the power industry. Further than steady-state
results, it is capable of modeling and outputting results
about transient dynamics of the grid.
We inject a number of representative controller faults into
the SDN simulator, and analyze their impact on the AGC
of the 37-bus power system as it is reported by PowerWorld.
Our experiments show that if the controller’s failure causes
a delay of less than one second, the failure has negligible
impact on the AGC. When the delay is longer, especially
during a transient following a step change of load, the adverse eﬀects of the failure become apparent. For example, in
a denial-of-service attack scenario [20] in our experiments,
which causes a delay of about 4.2 seconds, the AGC’s performance deteriorates by about 20% in terms of a widely
used performance metric of summed absolute error (SAE).
These initial results suggest that further research is necessary to more fully quantify the performance implications of
SDN on smart grid control, or more generally the control
of critical infrastructures that have (near) real-time requirements, based on representative and real/realistic empirical
and operational scenarios.
In summary, this work makes the following contributions.
We prototype a simulation platform to show the relationship
between cyber communications and physical power systems.
We utilize it to evaluate how AGC control of a power grid
can be impacted by a range of representative faults that
aﬀect the SDN controller. The results shed light on the implications of using SDN for supporting the control of critical
infrastructures. Whereas the reported experiments represent an initial eﬀort and focus on the impact of network
delays, the simulation platform can be used in more general
and extensive experiments in future research eﬀorts.
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Figure 1: An interconnected environment for cyberphysical simulations.
by the switches, the switching capacity and latency are significantly improved compared with the original applicationlayer implementation using Java. Kim et al. propose to
use OpenFlow switches to form virtual local-area networks
(VLANs) for multiple grid applications having diﬀerent QoS
requirements [12]. A VLAN tree of limited depth is found
suitable for PMU data collection network.
Sydney et al. envision that SDN can enable innovations
and experimentation for smart-grid communications at realistic scales [21]. They consider a grid application of demandresponse (i.e., reduce load when a generator is disconnected).
It compares the performance of SDN and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), a currently adopted grid communication technology, in the context of the demand response.
Their simulation results show that, when hard timeout of
the SDN is disabled and with a long idle timeout, SDN has
comparable communication performance with MPLS.
Potential security benefits and challenges of applying SDN
to smart grids have been discussed, together with high-level
design of a CPS testbed for supporting further investigation [5]. In this paper, we measure the impact of SDN controller failures on a specific smart grid application, namely
AGC for frequency regulation, and report simulation results
that relate the cyber and physical components of the system.

RELATED WORK

There are proposals to integrate SDN with IEC 61850 substation automation systems. Cahn et al. suggest that SDN
can facilitate the networking of many (up to a hundred) intelligent electric devices (IEDs) in a substation [3]. Molina
et al. discuss various desirable features of SDN for IEC 61850
substations, including routing control, traﬃc filtering, QoS
enforcement, load balancing, and monitoring [15]. In particular, they discuss OpenFlow’s fast failover for the detection
of node failures in IEC 61850 substations. Dorsch et al.
discuss the use of SDN for controlling and managing the
transmission and distribution power grids [6]. Based on a
testbed of OpenFlow network with a few hosts, they measure the communication delays for IEC 61850 MMS and SV
messages under link loss events. Sydney et al. present a
prototype SDN-enabled 4-bus power grid testbed [22]. They
demonstrate the impact of a coincident occurrence of a communication link failure, and a load shedding event caused by
a generator failure.
SDN is also proposed for managing high-rate data traffic in smart grids. Goodney et al. propose to use SDN
to build Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) networks [7].
The multicast and data rate filtering functionalities of GridStat [10], a Java-based PMU communication infrastructure
for routers, are re-implemented using OpenFlow rules on the
SDN switches. Because of hardware acceleration provided

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Cyber-Physical Simulation of SDN & Smart
Grid
Figure 1 depicts the implementation of the cyber-physical
simulation environment used in this study. The system consists of:
1. Cyber component, which emulates a network infrastructure for communications among devices used to
control and manage the power grid’s operation. We
utilize the Mininet emulator for this task.
2. Physical component, which models various physical grid
elements (e.g., generators, buses, transmission lines,
and electrical loads) and the power flows between them.
We utilize the PowerWorld simulator for this task.
Most of the operations in our simulations are performed
through a Scheduler object, which takes as input a power
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Figure 3: Experimental validation of the fidelity of
simulations of the SDN switches.

Figure 2: Network topology for a 37-bus smart grid
system.

system case file for constructing the power grid’s topology.
The scheduler coordinates the simulation between the cyber and physical components, via remote procedure calls to
interconnect simulations running on diﬀerent hosts.
In our implementation, as PowerWorld runs only on the
Windows operating system, we initiate a Python server on
a remote Windows machine, implemented using the RPyC
library [1]. The Scheduler object, which runs on a Linux
virtual machine, calls a Python module through the remote
server. It first connects to the appropriate RPyC server,
then interacts with PowerWorld via the latter’s COM-based
APIs.
In our study, SDN supports communications within a 37bus smart grid as shown in Fig. 2. The network connects 15
substations with a control center over a wide-area network.
Each substation, say i, consists of: (i) an SDN-enabled
switch Si , (ii) a sensor/actuator Ti to mimic communications between the control center and electronic devices in
the substation, and (iii) a host Hi to generate background
traﬃc (a continuous stream of UDP packets) that competes
with the smart grid traﬃc. The SDN has a data plane with
24 OpenFlow (v1.3) enabled switches and a Ryu/Pox controller running on Linux (Ubuntu 3.16.0-38-generic kernel).
The controller is remote from the switches. The following
kinds of traﬃc exist for communication within the 37-bus
smart grid: (a) substation to substation, (b) substation to
control center, and (c) control center to substation. For each
simulation run, every substation generates 100 TCP packets
(1,500 bytes each, a typical Maximum Transmission Unit
size for many Ethernet networks) at one second intervals,
and sends them to the control center. The control center in
turn responds to the substations. The traﬃc flows mimic
the exchange of data and commands between the substations and control center. We implement such traﬃc generation and transmission with Java programs running on the
corresponding virtual hosts in Mininet.
We perform 10 simulation runs and report measurement
averages over the 10 runs. We mainly focus on evaluating the
end-to-end communication delay between the control center
to a substation, to assess the eﬀects of SDN controller faults
on the data plane. Such delay will subsequently aﬀect the
AGC, which we will demonstrate using the PowerWorld simulator. For some of the experiments, we will also report the
packet loss rate, which will influence the communication de-

Figure 4: Communication delay under hardware
SDN switches versus Mininet.
lay indirectly, such as through TCP level retransmissions.

3.2 Experimental Platform with SDN Switches
In addition to Mininet, we set up a hardware configuration
that is similar to the Mininet platform and conduct several
validation experiments to compare the two. Figure 3 shows
the configuration consisting of hardware SDN switches, a
Raspberry Pi that mimics the control center, and 15 other
Raspberry Pi’s that mimic the substations. Four OpenFlowenabled HP2920 switches (version 1.3) and a Ryu controller
running on a remote Linux server are used to connect the
substations and control center. We use the same Java programs as those for Mininet to emulate smart grid traﬃc
between the substations in the form of TCP packets (also of
the same packet size of 1,500 bytes each) sent at one second
intervals. In order to compare the hardware and Mininet
setups, we use similar network parameters and topologies
for both of them.
The communication delays between substations in the hardware and Mininet setups are presented in Figure 4. Note
that the average communication delay for Mininet (about
30 ms) is almost twice of that on the hardware setup (about
15 ms). This is because Mininet runs on a single physical machine, whose CPU cycles need to be shared by all the virtual
hosts, virtual switches, and the SDN controller. However,
the delays for both the setups are of the order of tens of
milliseconds whereas, as we will show, the network delays
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Figure 7: Eﬀects of SDN controller failure on communication delays.

A hard timeout (hard timeout) happens after a certain period of time elapses, regardless of the number of matching
packets. If the controller fails but recovers before the timeouts, there will be no eﬀects on the data plane and hence no
packet drops. In our experiments, we set idle timeout = 30
and hard timeout = 30. The eﬀects of controller failures
on the packet drop rate and communication delay on the
data plane are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
It can be seen that when the probability of SDN controller
failures varies from 10% to 50%, around 3% to 85% of the
packets are dropped, and maximum communication delays
of about 0.70 s to 4.2 s are observed.
We note that the specific results vary with the SDN timers
idle timeout and hard timeout. For example, if we set
idle timeout = ∞ and hard timeout = ∞, any flow rules
inserted into the flow table will be static. Longer timeouts reduce premature evictions, but this eﬀect comes at
the cost of a larger flow table occupancy. In general, an
OpenFlow switch may support a limited number of flow table entries. For example, the HP5406zl OpenFlow switch
supports approximately 1500 OpenFlow rules and the NEC
PF5820 switch supports only 750 flow entries due to limited
TCAM. Shorter timeouts reduce the size of a flow table, but
they may prematurely evict a (still active) flow rule before
all the matching packets are transmitted. A large number of
premature evictions can add significantly to the load of the
controller [23]. Hence, we need to strike a suitable balance
in selecting the timeouts. It can be seen that in our experiments, the SDN performs best when the timeouts are set
according to the flow lifetimes. However, it can be diﬃcult
to predict the lifetime of a flow in practice.
Delayed response by controller: The SDN controller
may run slowly and delay in sending flow tables to the
switches. Furthermore, a switch may receive its flow table
after a long delay due to link delays on the control plane.
Unavailability of timely flow table information may cause
many packets to be dropped, which leads to long delays in
related data-plane communications. In this set of experiments, we vary the delay of the controller’s response from
0.5 s to 2.5 s. Figure 8 shows the eﬀects of SDN controller
delays on communication delays between the substations.
From the figure, it can be seen that the communication delay on the data plane increases from 0.15 s to 3.2 s when the
control-plane delay increases from 0.5 s to 2.5 s.

Figure 6: Eﬀects of SDN controller failure on packet
drops.
caused by the generated SDN controller faults in our experiments are of the order of seconds.

4.

FAULT INJECTION IN SDN

We concentrate on faults on the SDN control plane, particularly the SDN controller. The controller may crash due
to failure of hardware or software. Switches on the data
plane can make excessive flow table requests that overload
or crash the controller. Malicious attackers are also known to
have injected malware into SDN controllers to induce faults
[2]. The control plane and data plane may become disconnected due to failure of a connecting link or failure of the
OpenFlow protocol. A faulty application may disrupt network functionalities. For example, the topology manager
may generate a faulty topology due to software bugs. This
may in turn aﬀect other applications (e.g., the routing manager in Figure 5) and subsequently communications at the
network layer. Figure 5 shows an example faulty application that causes disconnection between the controller and
switches.
Random failure: Here we show impact on the data plane
when the SDN controller fails due to a random transient error and subsequently recovers. An OpenFlow switch sends
a FlowRemoved message to the controller when it removes
an entry from the flow table. The removal happens when a
timeout occurs, either due to inactivity (idle timeout) or a
hard timeout. An idle timeout (idle timeout) happens when
no packets match the flow in question for a duration of time.
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4.1 Other types of SDN controller faults
In this subsection, we discuss other common types of faults
that concern the SDN controller and the control plane. These
faults may be the results of: (i) programming errors of the
controller; (b) excessive numbers of flow table requests by
switches to the controller (e.g., in a DoS attack); and (iii)
link failures and packet collisions on the control plane. These
faults can lead to termination of the controller’s execution,
which can subsequently cause a flow to drop all its data packets. The lost packets aﬀect the power grid directly because
they carry commands to control, configure, and monitor the
power grid. As we focus on faults at the SDN controller, we
do not discuss direct attacks against the data packets, e.g.,
corrupting smart grid control commands, but note that such
attacks merit a separate study.
Error in control messages: OpenFlow control messages can be modified, deleted, or dropped to put the control
plane in an unpredictable state.
Flow rule modification: A faulty application in the controller may send flow rules to overwrite the existing rules
in the flow table of a switch to cause unexpected network
behaviour (see Figure 9). These anomalies may compromise
the integrity of the flow table and cause significant performance degradation of the network.
Flow table deletion: An application may send a control
message to delete all the entries in a switch’s flow table,
thereby disrupting all communications that go through the
switch.
Control message drop: A buggy application can drop control messages that are required by other applications.
Undefined control message: An application may send undefined control messages to put an OpenFlow switch into an
unpredictable state.
Infinite loops: A buggy application at the SDN controller’s machine may fall into an infinite loop or hang, which
may interfere with the controller’s ability to perform its normal job.
Resource exhaustion: A faulty application may exhaust system resources (e.g., memory and the CPU). Loss of
critical resources will lead to substantial performance degradation of the SDN controller, and subsequently its disconnection from the switches [19].
Although our study shows that the SDN controller can be
a single point of failure of concern in a conventional setup,

implementation techniques such as hot standby, shadow controller [14], and redundant distributed controllers [4] may
mitigate the issue in selective deployments. We do not consider these techniques in this paper, but note that they can
be critical to the resiliency of SDN in mission-critical applications.

5. IMPACT OF SDN CONTROLLER
FAILURES ON SMART GRID
In this section, we present the PowerWorld simulation to
demonstrate impacts of SDN controller failures on the performance of a smart grid as a cyber-physical system. For
the cyber component, as Section 4 discusses, we focus primarily on end-to-end delays of TCP communications on the
data plane. For the physical component, we focus on the
performance of automatic generation control (AGC) [13], a
fundamental and automated closed-loop control that regulates the grid’s frequency and power exchanges between
diﬀerent grid areas to their respective nominal values. In
the AGC, the grid control center retrieves measurements
from remote sensors that monitor the system’s frequency
and power flows on diﬀerent transmission lines. It then runs
an AGC control algorithm to determine the power outputs
of synchronous generators in each area, and transmits the
power output commands to the corresponding generators.
The sensor measurements and control commands are transmitted on the SDN data plane. The simulations in this
section are based on a 37-bus system, which well represents
grids of small to medium scales. A detailed one-line diagram
of the simulated system can be found in [16].
If the grid’s frequency has been well regulated at its nominal value (i.e., the system has converged), before the transmissions of sensor measurements and control commands are
delayed, the delays will not significantly aﬀect the system’s
control performance. For instance, in the scenario that the
sensor measurements are delayed, the control commands
computed based on an old system state (due to the communication delay) will be close to those computed based on
the present system state. This is because the state of the
converged system changes little. However, if the system is
in a transient state, the impact of the communication delays
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diﬀerent controller faults can manifest in diﬀerent communication delays. We evaluated the impact of the delays on
the AGC, which relies on the communications for timely
sensing information and actuation commands for adjusting
power generation in response to dynamic load changes. Our
results show that when the delays reach seconds, as demonstrated in some of our experiments, they can cause significant degradation of the AGC, especially when the grid is
in a transient state and experiencing large fluctuations in
its system state. Our work is an initial eﬀort towards practical and quantitative assessment of the resiliency of SDN,
particularly the critical SDN controller, for mission-critical
infrastructures including smart grids. The following are interesting topics for future research:
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Figure 11: Summed absolute error (SAE) of the frequency transients in Figure 10.
can be quite significant. This is because, during transients
when the system state may experience large fluctuations,
an old system state used for the control can produce quite
diﬀerent results from the present system state, leading to
possibly large control errors. Thus, in this paper, we focus
on the AGC’s performance when the grid is in a transient
state after, for example, a step change of load. Such a stepchange response method is also widely used to evaluate the
regulation performance of general closed-loop control systems.
Figure 10 shows the frequency transients after a load increase of 3% at the 20th second, when the system experiences no delay and a delay of 4.2 seconds, respectively. The
setting of 4.2 seconds is based on the largest communication
delay caused by the SDN control plane faults that we observe
in our experiments (see Section 4). We can see that the load
increase causes an initial drop of the grid frequency, then
followed by oscillations of the frequency. The initial drop is
due to the sudden imbalance between load and generation.
Afterwards, the AGC takes eﬀect and brings the frequency
back to the nominal value of 60 Hz. We can see clearly that
the longer communication time delays the response of the
AGC.
The summed absolute error (SAE) is a widely used metric
to characterize control performance. In our setting, specifically, it is the sum of absolute frequency deviations from
the nominal frequency of 60 Hz over time. Figure 11 shows
the SAE of the frequency transients in Figure 10. The SAE
converges to 105 Hz and 126 Hz when there is no delay and
a delay of 4.2 seconds, respectively. Thus, in terms of the
SAE, the control performance degrades by 20% under a communication delay of 4.2 seconds. Figure 12 characterizes the
performance degradation against the data-plane communication delay.
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• Smart grid applications of diverse timing requirements.
It is interesting to investigate scenarios of smart grid
control that have stricter timing requirements than
AGC, e.g., switching a circuit breaker under contingencies and emergencies. Applications with more relaxed timing requirements are also of interest, such as
system state estimation.
• Comprehensive fault models. It is interesting to examine fault types beyond SDN controller faults, e.g.,
attacks that aim to exhaust the limited TCAM space
in typical SDN switches, with resulting delays in the
packet forwarding.
• Recovery from faults using SDN. It is interesting to
study whether and how SDN may help speed up recovery from faults in a communication network that
supports smart grids or other critical infrastructures.
• Large-scale experimentation. SDNs for large power
systems may require larger scale than what we used
in this study. It is interesting to conduct experiments
on an at-scale real SDN testbed for large-scale power
grids that have dozens or more buses.
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